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American children receive over 30 shots for vaccinations during the course of their lives.
That doesn’t include Novocain shots at the dentist’s office and injections to draw blood for
tests. Yet In a recent study, 63% of children reported mild-moderate fears of receiving
shots (as did about 24% of adults). Estimates vary, but studies have suggested 2-8%of
children have injection phobias (i.e., extremely intense fears combined with high
anticipatory anxiety that results in impairment in everyday living).
While intense fears may need counseling, parents can help kids overcome mild to
moderate fears with these steps:
Educate your child about shots, the more explicitly the better. Much of the fear
surrounding injections is due to misconceptions; visual education will correct these. For
instance, many children imagine that a needle is HUGE and that shots take forever. It
isn’t, and they don’t – but nothing will make your child believe that until he sees it for
himself, repeatedly. There are lots of great YouTube videos that feature instruction and
education about shots – here is a good one for younger children:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4tpmiGFxRg4&feature=related
And here is a good one for tweens and teens:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvP3bzvM6h0&feature=related
Provide him some visual role models. Have your child watch YouTube videos of other
children receiving shots who show brave behavior. Remember, being brave doesn’t mean
not being scared. Brave means scared, but I do it anyway. It’s fine – great, even! – to
have your child watch these videos over and over until he has seen children his age or
younger model brave behavior so many times, he believes it is possible for him. Here are
some really great ones:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LaQRTHckcPE&feature=related
https://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=B-ILdpO8sKs&feature=endscreen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JF2N0rkHEjA
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyHlyet_E8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H47zHLKF4n8&feature=related
Watching the videos repeatedly will also habituate your child to the sight of needles and
injections, such that he will be far less distressed when he actually encounters them at the
doctor’s office. [Note: please avoid any videos that depict adults or children receiving
injections where they aren’t acting brave.]
Have your child practice the “Brave Body” pose --sit up straight, head up, arms and
face relaxed-- while he is watching the videos. When it comes time for the actual shot, he’ll
be reminded to adopt the same attitude.
Several days before, help your child develop an explicit, written coping plan for
the shot. Generally, helping your child plan what he will DO (“I will sit up straight”) will
work much better than telling your child what NOT to do (i.e., “don’t be scared” or “don’t
cry”).
Things he can do:
1. Develop a playlist of “Power Songs” or “Songs of Triumph” that he can listen to on
the ride to the doctor’s office and in the waiting room (bring headphones). These
should be songs that make him feel confident and like he can take on the world.
2. Write a ”Coping Card.” This should be a message to himself on a notecard or his
iPad that he can read out loud to you while receiving the shot. Reciting it will keep
him from looking at the injection site and distract him from the overall process.
Here, for instance, is the text of an actual coping card written by an 11 year old patient of
mine who, indeed, now takes shots like a rock star: It will hurt for a second but then it will
be over. Millions of people have gotten shots before me, this is no different, I can do it.
Younger children or those who cannot read can plan to sing a verse from their Brave
Power Song during the shot.
Offer a reward, to be provided immediately after your child shows SPECIFIC brave
behaviors. Write out the agreement like a contract, which both of you can sign. For
example:
“To earn my reward, I must:
a)
b)
c)

Listen to my Power Playlist on the way to doctor’s office.
Do “Brave Body” while getting the shot
Read my Coping Card to Mom during the shot.
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When I do those three things, then we will go out for lunch at my favorite restaurant
immediately afterwards (tween or teen) / I will receive the sheet of Star Wars stickers
that mom will be dangling right in front of my eyes during the shot (younger child).”
Note: it doesn’t matter how scared your child actually is DURING the shot; you will be
rewarding him for following the plan and showing brave behaviors!
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